
 

APPENDIX 

A. Clustering  Protocol 
During an initialization phase, the MS moves along its 

fixed trajectory broadcasting periodically a BEACON signal to 
all sensor nodes at a fixed power level. Now, all nodes near the 
MS trajectory receive the BEACON message and thus they 
now know that the clusters in their region will be small-sized. 
In order that all nodes in the network be informed about the 
forthcoming execution of the clustering algorithm, the nodes 
that received the BEACON message from MS flood it to the 
rest of the network. The BEACON message for all other nodes 
that did not received it directly from MS plays the role of a 
wake-up signal that notifies that the clustering protocol will 
start soon. Note that it is possible for a node to receive first the 
forwarded BEACON message and then the same message 
directly from the MS, when the sink passes later near the node. 
So a node should wait for a time as much as  the time required 
for a MS to complete its route before taking the final decision 
about the competence range. So, all nodes should start 
executing the clustering protocol after this time interval. 

However, in a disconnected network where there are 
isolated sensor nodes islands, another issue arises. Now, the 
BEACON message is not received by all nodes of network 
about the same time (either directly or through other nodes) but 
instead the message is disseminated to the nodes of different 
node islands at different time points when the MS passes by the 
area of node island. So, the waiting time of one complete tour 
of MS does not start at the same time at all places in the 
network and as result the clustering protocol is not concurrently 
executed by all the nodes of the network. It can be easily seen 
that there is no harm in having disconnected parts of the 
network run the clustering protocol at different time intervals 
since each instance of clustering protocol cannot affect the 
result of the protocol in another disconnected part of the 
network. However, when keeping the waiting time equal to the 
time need for a complete MS tour, the nodes in the island near 
the end of the tour should wait for another “virtual” tour of MS 
to complete. So, totally the clustering phase may begin after 
two MS tours which may be a long delay.   The ideal solution 
would be that each node knows the contact time of the MS with 
the island it belongs and then wait for as much as time as this 
contact time. Apparently, this information is difficult to obtain 
the first time the clustering protocol is running. But then at 
later rounds, this interval could be learned. Specifically, each 
node that receives the BEACON message from the MS can add 
the receipt time of the message before forwarding. After the 
first round, the nodes of the island know the earliest and latest 
contact time of MS with the island and thus they can easily 
calculate the proper waiting time before stating the clustering 
protocol. As, more MS tours are completed, more reliable 
estimates of the MS contact time with the different islands are 
obtained. 

An alternative, simpler solution is to have MS include in 
the BEACON message the remaining time to complete its tour. 
That way, all nodes that receive the BEACON message 
(directly or indirectly) will start the clustering protocol at about 
the same time Apparently in this case, for MS being able to 
estimate the remaining time before completing its tour, an 

upper bound on the time required for a complete MS tour 
should be known.     

After the initial waiting period elapses, each node of the 
network with the same probability p (a predefined threshold) 
becomes a tentative CH.  Nodes that fail to become tentative 
CHs remain in sleeping mode until the final CHs are elected. 
Each tentative CH executes the final CH election algorithm 
given below (Algorithm CH_ELECTION): 

Algorithm CH_ELECTION 
1.   if v received the BEACON message directly from  the MS  
2.            v.Crange= R 
3.   else 
4.              v.Crange = R’ 
5.   broadcast  Competition_Msg(v. Node_ID, v.Eresidual, v.Crange) 
6.   On receiving a Competition_Msg from a node u 
7.           if dist(v,u) < max(v.Crange, u.Crange) 
8.            u is added to Nv  
9.   while the “tentative CH competion time” has not expired 

10.         if ∀ u Є Nv, v.Eresidual > u.Eresidual 
11.          broadcast  Final_CH_Msg(v. Node_ID) 
12.          exit 
13.         if a Final_CH_Msg(u.Node_ID) is received and u Є Nv  
14.          broadcast  Quit_Competition_Msg(v.Node_ID) 
15.          exit 
16.         if a Quit_Competition_Msg(u.Node_ID)  is received and  

u Є Nv  
17.          u is removed from Nv  
18.   end while  

Each tentative CH decides about the value of its 
competition range (Crange). Two different competition ranges R 
and R’ are allowed. These ranges are used to finally create 
clusters of two different sizes (see Figure 2). No final CH is 
allowed within the competition range of another final CH. Each 
tentative CH selects  its competition range from  two possible 
values (lines 1-4 of Algorithm CH_ELECTION). Namely, if 
the tentative CH CH v received the BEACON message directly 
from the MS, then v sets its competition range equal to R, the 
smallest of the two possible values. Otherwise, v is further 
away from the MS trajectory and it sets its competition range  
equal to R’=cR, where c is a small constant, greater than 1. 

Once the tentative CHs have decided about their 
competition ranges, the approach of Chen et al [5] is employed 
for choosing the final CHs. First, each tentative CH v sends a 
Competition_Msg(v. Node_ID, v.Eresidual, v.Crange) announcing 
its residual energy (v.Eresidual) and its competition range 
(v.Crange). Assuming that the broadcast radius of every control 
message is R’, each tentative CH v constructs  the set Nv of its 
‘competing neighbors’ defined as follows: 

Nv = {tentative CH u | dist(v,u) < max(v.Crange, u.Crange)} 
i.e., Nv contains all tentative CHs u such that either u is 

within the range of v or v is within the range of u (lines 6-8 of 
Algorithm CH_ELECTION). If for each node u that belongs to 



 

Nv, the residual energy of u is smaller than the residual energy 
of v then node v sends a Final_CH_Msg(v. Node_ID) message 
announcing its decision to become a final CH to its ‘competing 
neighbors’ (lines 10-12). Ties can be resolved by choosing the 
lowest ID nodes [5]. If a tentative CH v receives from a 
‘competing neighbor’ u a Final_CH_Msg(u.Node_ID) message 
it quits competition by sending a 
Quit_Competition_Msg(v.Node_ID) message (lines 13-15).  If 
a tentative CH v receives from a ‘competing neighbor’ u a 
Quit_Competition_Msg(u.Node_ID) message, it removes u 
from the set Nv. 

Once the final CHs have been elected, sleeping nodes wake 
up and each CH broadcasts a message to announce its election. 
Each ordinary (non-CH) node uses the received signal 
strengths to join to the closest CH. In our approach we assume 
the existence of a scheme that wakes-up only those nodes that 
indeed need to wake-up, instead of using a time-based scheme 
that results in increased delays. Such wake-up mechanisms 
have already been proposed in the literature [33]. 

It is worth mentioning that for the distance calculation at 
line 7, we follow the technique described in [5]. In particular, 
each tentative CH sends its Competition_Msg with the 
transmission range set to R’. That way, each tentative CH  v 
can hear each node that is going to be included in the set Nv. 
Since, the transmission power used for sending 
Competition_Msg is the same for all tentative CHs, each 
tentative CH receiving such a message can approximately 
estimate the distance of the sender of the message by 
measuring the received signal strength and applying one of the 
well know formulas that relate the signal strength loss with the 
length of transmission (see [5] for more details). Thus, for 
computing the distance between two tentative CHs in line 7, 
we do not need the locations of the nodes but only the received 
signal strength of the exchanged messages. 

B. Selection of Rendezvous Nodes  

This algorithm is taking place in each cluster having RNs 
and it starts after the CH has received the RN_Cand_Msg 
messages from the candidate RNs of its cluster. Based on the 
information contained in RN_Cand_Msgs, CH u considers the 
set CRu = {v1, v2, …,vk} of candidate RNs in the cluster of u 
whose competence values are greater than or equal to a 
specified threshold T, i.e., ∀ vi Є CRu , 1≤i≤k, vi.Compval ≥ T. 
This threshold is used in order to exclude candidate RNs with 
very small competence values from being selected as final RNs 
attached to a CH. For each candidate RN vi Є CRu, the 
algorithm considers the interval Ivi with endpoints the receipt 
time of the first and last BEACON received by vi, i.e., 
Ivi=[vi.Tfirst,vi.Τlast]. Then it considers the interval representation 
[v1.Tfirst, v1.Τlast], [v2.Tfirst, v2.Τlast], …, [vk.Tfirst, vk.Τlast] of the 
vertex-weighted interval graph G whose vertex set corresponds 
to the set of  intervals I={Iv1, Iv2, …,Ivk} and two vertices Ivi, Ivj 
are adjacent in G if and only if their corresponding intervals 
have nonempty intersection, i.e., Ivi ∩ Ivj ≠ �. Also, it gives to 
each vertex Ivi 1≤i≤k, a positive weight which equals to vi’s 
competence value, i.e., weight(Ivi)= vi.Compval, 1≤i≤k. Then 
the maximum weight independent set algorithm of Hsiao et al 
[31] is employed to find a maximum weight  subset of intervals 
U={ Ivj1, Ivj2, …, Ivjl}� I, l≤k, such that no two of the intervals 

in U overlap. Each interval Ivji Є U corresponds to an RN vji, 
1≤i≤l, that is selected as a final RN attached to CH u. Let Ru be 
the set of final RNs attached to CH u. The algorithm of Hsiao 
et al runs in O(k) time, where k is the number of candidate 
RNs, given that the interval representation of G is given with a 
sorted endpoints list. An O(klog k) time sorting step should be 
first applied to sort the 2k endpoints of the k intervals. 

The algorithm executed by each CH u for selecting the set 
Ru of final RNs attached to it is summarized below (Algorithm 
RN_SELECTION). 
Algorithm RN_SELECTION 

1. CRu = {vi | u has received a RN_Cand_Msg from vi and 
vi.Compval ≥ T} },  k = | CRu |  

2. I = { Ivi = [vi.Tfirst, vi.Τlast] | 1≤i≤k and vi Є CRu }  
3.     weight(Ivi)= vi.Compval, 1≤i≤k  

4. sort the intervals’ endpoints v1.Tfirst, v1.Τlast, v2.Tfirst, 
v2.Τlast, …, vk.Tfirst, vk.Τlast 

5. 
run the algorithm of Hsiao et al [31] on  the sorted 
endpoints list to compute a maximum weight independent 
set U={ Ivj1, Ivj2, …, Ivjl }� I, l≤k 

6. Ru = {vji | Ivji Є U and 1≤i≤l } 
 

It should be mentioned that in calculating the competence 
values of RNs and the contact intervals [Tfirst,vi.Τlast] 
(Algorithm RN_CANDIDACY), we assumed that if a RN does 
not receive three consecutive BEACON messages from the 
MS, this means that MS has moved away from this node and 
thus the node  can safely determine the final competence value 
and contact interval with MS.  We also implicitly assumed that 
if a node hears a BEACON message again in shorter than 3 
BEACON broadcast periods, the loss of contact is due to 
transient communication problems (interference, collisions, 
current environmental conditions) and not due to departure of 
the MS away from the node. This is a reasonable choice since 
the possibility of MS returning again near a node after the 
elapse of 3 BEACON PERIODS is a rare event. Recall that 
BEACON messages are transmitted during only the first round 
of the MS and also the MS is possibly mounted on a bus 
following a regular piece-wise linear trajectory in an urban 
environment. Under these conditions, it is rare for the MS to 
pass near a particular node twice in a single round. However, if 
this is actually the case, the parameters Tfirst and Tlast will be the 
starting and the ending point of the first contact interval with 
MS, that is, the total contact period of a node with MS is 
underestimated. However, the RN selection algorithm still 
works and the connection intervals estimated by the algorithm 
will be non-intersecting again, only now, a possibly useful time 
interval may be missed. Alternatively, a node could keep the 
contact intervals separated by more than 3 BEACON periods 
time as different intervals. Again, the RN selection algorithm 
can work on this input and non-intersecting intervals can be 
determined without now missing any contact interval with the 
MS. 

C. Implementation Details of Phases 3  and 5   
The Phase 3 of MobiCluster protocol involves the building 

of the inter-cluster overlay graph  as follows: Each CH u that 



has a nonempty Ru set associated with it, advertises that through 
broadcasting a relevant message (CH_to_CH_Attach_Msg) to 
its neighbouring CHs with no RNs attached to them. The 
CH_to_CH_Attach_Msg includes the u’s Node_ID and a hops 
counter (initially set equal to 1). Upon receipt of a 
CH_to_CH_Attach_Msg, a CH increases the hops counter by 
one and forwards the message to its neighbouring CHs. 
Duplicate CH to CH attach messages (packets with identical 
CH Node_ID values) are dropped. CHs receiving multiple CH 
to CH attach messages attach themselves to the CH (with a 
nonempty Ru set) located minimum hops away to ensure that 
the inter-cluster transfer of their collected cluster data will 
incur minimum overhead. 

 The Phase 5 of MobiCluster protocol involves the delivery 
of data buffered to RNs to the MS using an acknowledge-based 
communication protocol. Specifically, once the RN transmits a 
data packet to the MS, it starts two timers: 
1. Retransmit Timer: The unacknowledged data packet is 

retransmitted when this timer expires. These 
retransmissions overcome the effect of packet losses due 
to channel errors and MAC layer collisions with other 
simultaneous intra-cluster data transfers. The value of this 
timer is higher than the round-trip delay for receiving an 
acknowledgment over the CSMA MAC protocol used on 
the channel. 

2. Connection Dropped Timer: This timer has similar 
function with the ‘Connection Dropped Timer’ used in the 
setup phase (see subsection III.B). The RN seizes packet 
transmissions to the MS if it does not receive a POLL 
message broadcast from the MS before this timer expires. 
This helps the RN to detect when the MS has moved away 
and connectivity is no longer available. The value of this 
timer is set equal to 3 

g
Tpoll. This ensures that the 

connection is not assumed lost if two subsequent POLL 
messages are missed due to channel error or MAC 
collision. 

D. Repairing and rebuilding the clustered infrastructure 
MobiCluster protocol ensures a fair load balance among 

sensor nodes and prolongation of the network lifetime by: (a) 
employing an unequal clustering scheme that guarantees 
balancing the load of CHs, (b) designating an appropriate 
number of  suitable nodes as RNs, that ensures even energy 
consumption among RNs and  decreased  burden for CHs, and  
(c)  enabling RN’s substitution within each cluster when its 
energy supply falls below a threshold, that  contributes towards 
extending the network lifetime without changing the current 
clustered infrastructure.  

In addition to the above mentioned measures, MobiCluster 
employs a method to repair the cluster structure  so as to 
prevent CH’s energy depletion and further extend the 
network’s lifetime. In particular, a reclustering scheme is 
proposed, which is applied locally within each cluster, 
whenever it is needed, in order to distribute energy 
consumption among sensor nodes by swapping the roles of the 
nodes (from CH to cluster member and vice versa). This way 
the reclustering control overhead is localized, avoiding  
frequent global reclustering operations. Note that in many 
clustering algorithms found in the literature [4][5], global 

clustering is periodically triggered to evenly distribute energy 
consumption among sensor nodes. However, such network-
wide periodic reclustering  not only consumes large amounts of 
energy, but also disrupts  the normal network operation which 
might result in data losses and delayed responses. Further, 
periodicity implies that often such energy expensive operations 
are performed even when nodes enrolled as CHs have 
sufficient energy supplies.   

The local reclustering method we propose, consists of 
three phases. In the first phase the new CHs which replace a 
CH u whose energy supply falls below a threshold, are 
elected. In the second phase, each  new CH is attached to a set 
of final RNs (if possible), while in the third phase the inter-
cluster overlay graph is locally updated with the new CHs. 

I. Election of new CHs. Each time the energy supply of a CH 
u falls below a threshold, it sends a Local_Reclustering_Msg 
to all members of its cluster (Clusteru). Then each node of 
Clusteru becomes a tentative CH with the same probability p 
(a predefined threshold).  Nodes that fail to become tentative 
CHs, do not participate in the reclustering phase until the final 
CHs are elected. Each tentative CH executes the final CH 
election algorithm (Algorithm CH_ELECTION). Note that it is 
possible to have more than one new final CH within Clusteru. 
Once the final CHs are elected, they broadcast a message to 
announce their election. Each non-CH node of Clusteru  uses 
the received signal strength to join to its closest CH. Notice 
that once this procedure is finalized, each member of Clusteru  
may have become either a CH  or a member of a newly 
formed cluster. 

II. Attachment of new CHs to RNs. If an old CH u has been 
associated with a nonempty  set  CRu  of candidate RNs and 
there is a nonempty subset NCRu of CRu of candidate RNs 
whose current competence  values are greater than or equal to 
the specified threshold T, then each new elected CH  (replacing 
CH u) attaches  itself to a set of final RNs as   follows: 
1) CH u sends to each  new elected CH w the set NCRu = {v1, 

v2, …,vl}, and  for each vi Є NCRu , 1 ≤i ≤l, the interval 
Ivi=[vi.Tfirst,vi.Τlast] considered by Algorithm 
RN_SELECTION  (subsection B).  

2) Each new CH w finds the subset CRw of NCRu that 
includes the candidate RNs which belong to its cluster, and 
executes the Algorithm RN_SELECTION  upon this subset 
for selecting the set Ruw of final RNs attached to it. 

Note that at the end of the above detailed process, each new 
elected CH is not necessarily attached to a nonempty set of 
RNs. On the other hand, for an old CH u associated with a 
nonempty set NCRu of candidate RNs (whose current energy 
supply is above a predefined threshold), at least one of the new 
elected CHs substituting u will be attached to a nonempty set 
of final RNs. This is so because each RN as a previous member 
of Clusteru, it is now a member of one of the new clusters. 
III. Repairing the inter-cluster overlay graph G. We distinguish 
between two cases. 
Case 1: NCRu is a nonempty set of candidate RNs.  
1) Each new CH w that replaces CH u and  has a nonempty 

set Ruw of final RNs attached to it, advertises that through 
broadcasting a CH_to_CH_Attach_Msg (a) to its 



 

neighbouring new CHs with no RNs attached to them, and 
(b) to its neighbouring CHs that were attached to CH u i.e., 
u was their parent in the inter-cluster overlay graph G .  

2) Upon the receipt of one or more CH-to-CH attach 
messages, a new CH w that has an empty Ruw set (a) 
chooses one of the new CHs from which it received the 
message and attaches itself to it, (b) increases the hops 
counter by one and forwards the message to the 
neighbouring CHs that were attached to CH u.  

3) Upon the receipt of one or more CH-to-CH attach 
messages, a neighbouring CH that was attached to CH u, 
attaches itself to a new CH w (with a nonempty Ruw set) 
located minimum hops away.  

Evidently, each new CH w replacing CH u  with an empty 
Ruw set, as well as  each CH v that was a neighbour of  CH u 
and attached to it (i.e., p(v)=u in the inter-cluster overlay graph 
G), will be attached to one of the new CHs that has a nonempty 
set of final RNs associated with it.   
Case 2: NCRu is an empty set  

In this case CH u was an intermediate node in the inter-cluster 
overlay graph G. Let p(u) be the parent of u in the overlay 
graph (i.e.,  u was forwarding sensory data to the CH it was 
attached to,  through p(u)).  

1. Each new CH w that replaces CH u broadcasts a message 
to p(u) to announce u’s replacement.  Then p(u) chooses 
one of the new CHs from which it received such a 
message, to become its new child.  

2. If w’ is the new child of p(u), then w’ broadcasts a 
CH_to_CH_Attach_Msg to its neighbouring new CHs and 
to its neighbouring CHs that were children of  CH u in G.  

3. Upon receipt of a CH_to_CH_Attach_Msg, a new CH w 
(a) attaches itself to the new CH w’, and (b) increases the 
hops counter by one and forwards the message to the 
neighbouring CHs that were children of  CH u  in G. 

4. Upon receipt of one or more CH-to-CH attach messages, a 
neighbouring CH v that was a child of CH u, attaches itself 
to the new CH w’ either directly (i.e., p(v)=w’ in the graph 
G)  or through a new CH w it has received the 
CH_to_CH_Attach_Msg from (i.e., p(v)=w). 

Note that all new CHs that replace CH u, are attached to the 
same CH that CH u was attached to. Also, the inter-cluster 
overlay graph is only locally changed with the addition of the 
new CHs that replace CH u, while all other CHs remain 
attached to the same CH they were before CH u’s substitution. 

The above detailed local reclustering procedure is part of 
the steady state phase of MobiCluster. During this procedure,  
CH u which is under substitution, maintains its role as a CH to 
allow network continues its normal operation in parallel to the 
local reclustering. Once the inter-cluster overlay graph is 
updated, CH u stops distributing data to its attached RNs or 
CH, while all new CHs that have a nonempty set of final RNs 
execute Algorithm DATA_DISTRIBUTION to distribute data 
to the final RNs attached to them. In this way, frequent global 
reclustering that causes the network to be in an unstable state, 
is avoided. 

E. Message Compexity of the MobiCluster Protocol  
As the energy expended for packet transmission is much 

higher than that required for  packet reception, we focus on the 
maximum number of packets transmitted by each SN during 
the execution of the MobiCluster protocol. A low value in this 
metric will imply a prolonged network lifetime.  

First, for the clustering creation (Phase 1), we can easily 
check that each SN sends O(1) messages at most. Each 
tentative CH broadcasts the Competition_Msg then it sends a 
Final_CH_Msg or a Quit_Competition_Msg, i.e. a total of two 
messages. Non CH (ordinary) nodes send a final join message 
to the closest CH. Thus all SNs send O(1) messages  at most 
in Phase 1. 

In Phase 2, we can easily that each candidate RN and CH 
sends only one message.  

In Phase 3, each CH having RNs broadcasts a 
CH_CH_Attach_Msg to CHs with no RNs. Each CH always 
stores the CH_CH_Attach_Msg which it has received with 
minimum hop count so far and then forwards this message to 
its neighbours, excluding the neighbor from which it has 
received the message. We can easily check that at each CH the 
message that arrives first is the message that has come from 
the closest CH having RNs, which additionally have traveled 
along the minimum hop path connecting these two CHs. 
Therefore, each CH transmits only one message at most 
eventually regardless of the number of CHs having RNs in the 
network. All other CH_CH-Attach_Msgs arriving later at the 
CH are rejected and not forwarded to the neighbours of the 
CH. The above analysis assumes that all hops on the inter-
cluster overlay graph have about the same delay. Collisions or 
other factors that possibly delay data delivery are also not 
considered.   

In the Phase 4 where data aggregation at CHs and data 
forwarding to the RNs is taking place, the number of messages 
each CH sends depends on the amount of data remaining after 
the aggregation. In the case of full aggregation (i.e. data after 
aggregation fits in a single packet) and assuming that each CH 
first waits to receive the data from all its children CHs on the 
inter-cluster routing tree before forwarding the aggregated 
data to its parent, it can be easily checked that only one 
message is sent by each CH up the routing tree.  

Then, in each cluster containing RNs, the CH distributes 
the buffered data across the RNs of the cluster, sending one or 
more messages to each RN depending on the total amount of 
data that should be sent to the RN and the maximum amount 
of data that a single packet can carry.  

In the Phase 5 where communication between RNs and 
MS is taking place, the number of messages sent by each RN 
to the MS depends on the amount of the buffered data of the 
RN as well as the contact time of the RN with the MS.  

As for the message complexity of repairing the clustering 
infrastructure, we can easily see that the total number of 
messages sent per node is O(1) at most. More precisely, each 
CH with low energy supplies sends the 
Local_Reclustering_Msg to all members of its cluster. Then 
the clusterhead election is performed only within this specific 



 

cluster. From the discussion above, the messages sent by each 
node in this local clusterhead election is O(1) at most. In the 
step II of the attachment of new CHs to RNs, if the old CH 
have RNs in its cluster, it broadcasts a message containing this 
set of RNs to the newly created CHs. Then, each new CH 
decides which of the RNs in its cluster will be the active RNs. 
Again, from the discussion above, each node sends one 
message at most, at this step.  Finally, during the step of 
repairing of the inter-cluster overlay graph, we can easily see 
that each SN sends two messages at most. The analysis is 
similar to that presented above for the message complexity of 
Phase 3.       

As stated previously, the number of messages sent by 
each SN largely determines the energy consumption at the 
node since data transmission is much more energy intensive 
operation than the data reception or the local processing at 
SNs. Note also that determining the number of messages 
received by a SN during a protocol execution usually depends 
on the network density. For instance, in a cluster, the number 
of messages received by a CH depends on the number of 
cluster members which in turn depends on the local network 
density at that region. 

F. Implementation of  MobiCluster Protocol on a Realistic 
Physical Layer 
The unit disk model is widely used in the literature of 

wireless sensor networks for modeling communications 
among nodes. The simplified assumption in this model is that 
nodes which are closer than a certain distance (transmission 
range R) can always communicate. Actually, a message sent 
by a node is received by the receiver with only a certain 
probability. A more realistic model for wireless 
communication is the log-normal shadow fading model 
[25],[26]. In contrast to the unit disk model where the change 
from excellent to no communication is abrupt, happening at 
the distance equal to the transmission range, in log-normal 
shadowing model, there is a transitional region between these 
two states of communication. Under this model, the 
transmission range can be defined as the distance from the 
sender at which the packet reception probability is equal to 
0.5. Clearly, this probability can be increased by 
retransmitting the packet a number of times until the packet is 
received correctly. For each packet received, an ACK message 
is sent to the sender of the packet. In [25], a number of ACK 
messages are sent in a series for each received message in 
order to reduce the probability of message retransmission due 
to lost ACKs. Specifically, it is proposed that the number u of 
ACK messages should be 1/p where p is the packet reception 
probability at the receiver. Note that for this value of u, the 
expected number of ACKs received by the sender is 1 (=u·p). 

The packet reception probability for a communication 
between two nodes can be estimated as the ratio of received 
packets to the total number of messages sent. This probability 
can also be used as the cost of the communication link. An 
alternative definition of the link cost is the expected number of 
transmissions (including ACK messages and retransmitted 
messages) for getting a message across a link [25]. This 
number can be easily derived from the packet reception 
probability of the link. Other link cost metrics that have been 

proposed in the literature individually or in combination is the 
Received Signal Strength (RSS) measured by almost all 
wireless interfaces as well as the Link Quality Indicator (LQI) 
existing in 802.15.4 [27].  

One other complication arising in real deployments of 
sensor networks is the asymmetric links. In these links, the 
packet reception probability and hence the expected number of 
transmissions for sending a single message may be different 
along the two directions of the link.  

In our work, we followed the unit disk model as this 
model is the most commonly used in the sensor network 
literature. However, MobiCluster can be easily adapted to a 
more realistic physical layer. In what follows, we present the 
necessary modifications to MobiCluster for running this 
protocol  in a more realistic communication model. 

1) Phase1: Clusterhead election 
At the beginning, the MS periodically broadcasts a 

BEACON message to all nodes of the network. As has been 
explained in Appendix A, the BEACON message is used not 
only for determining the competition range of SNs but also 
serves as a advance notice to SNs about the start of the 
clustering protocol. Each SN A receiving the BEACON 
message retransmits it to its neighbors. Due to the broadcast 
nature of the wireless medium, when a neighbour node B 
retransmits a message, the message is also received by node 
A. This reception can act as an implicit acknowledgement that 
B has received the first message from A. If this message is not 
received again, node A does not immediately retransmit the 
message to B. Since BEACON message is periodically 
broadcast from the MS, there will be another chance soon for 
node A to retransmit the missing message to B again. 
However, when no new BEACON message arrives at SNs 
after a single BEACON period, SNs re-broadcasts the 
BEACON if there are neighbours which seem to have not yet 
received the BEACON message.   

In the discussion above, we implicitly assumed that each 
SN knows its neighbors. In practice, each SN can acquire this 
knowledge by running the s-hello protocol in [25][28] during 
the network initialization phase. 

After the reception of the BEACON message, each SN 
knows its competition range and is also aware of the fact that 
the clusterhead election will soon start. All messages sent 
during the clusterhead election, (e.g. Competition_Msg, 
Final_CH_Msg etc.) are sent a number of times (typically 2 or 
3 times) at a high power level for maximizing the probability 
of correct message reception. In order to avoid possible 
interference among concurrent transmissions at this high 
transmission power level, the tentative CHs wait for a random 
interval before sending the Competition_Msg. However, the 
other control messages can be sent without delay as the 
protocol execution at different SNs probably arrives at the 
points where communication takes place at different time 
instances.  

After clusterhead election, each ordinary node joins the 
final CH from which it has received the strongest signal. 

It is important to note that if some of the control messages 
during CH election are lost, the clustering protocol will 



 

probably create clusters again but now clusters may not be of 
the right size or well separated at some network regions. Still, 
the clustering structure can be used for data collection. The 
only problem arises when the Final_CH_Msg or 
Quit_competition_MSg are lost. In this case, a tentative CH 
waiting for neighboring CHs with more residual energy to 
decide about their status may stuck forever at this point if the 
decision of the neighbor (Final_CH_Msg or 
Quit_competition_MSg) is lost. To address this problem, these 
control messages are sent multiple times as mentioned above 
or the waiting node sends periodically an inquiry asking its 
neighbour about its decision. If this neighbour does not answer 
after a number of inquires, the node can proceed assuming that 
there is no communication with this particular neighbor or the 
neighbor has died.  

Inside each cluster, each member sends its data to the CH 
with the minimum required transmission power. Specifically, 
following the technique in [25], we can determine the 
transmission power that minimizes the total energy consumed 
(including retransmissions and ACK message sent) for 
transferring a message from a cluster member to the CH. If the 
optimal transmission power is not among the available power 
levels of the SN wireless interface, the closest to the optimal 
level is selected. We also follow the suggestion in [25] and for 
each received message only one ACK message is returned to 
the sender (u=1). In case that the original message or the ACK 
messages is lost, the cluster member sends its data to the CH 
again. Alternatively, as there is strong correlation in the data 
generated from the nodes of the same cluster, we can afford 
some missing messages inside the cluster and thus the 
communication of member nodes with the CH could be done 
without ACK messages. If the cluster includes many nodes, 
the probability of the CH receiving data from at least one 
cluster member is relatively high. Due to the above mentioned 
strong correlation, the received data will be representative of 
all the remaining data that were not received by the CH and 
thus there is no significant information loss due to lost 
messages. 

For the communication between neighbouring 
clusterheads on the overlay intercluster graph, the required 
transmission power is determined again using the method in 
[25] mentioned briefly above. Now,  reliable communication 
is required between CHs and thus the above ACK-based 
retransmission scheme is also employed for this 
communication. 

2) Phase 2: RNs selection 
In this phase, the candidate RNs calculate both their 

competence values and the contact time interval with the MS 
based on the reception of BEACON messages periodically 
broadcasted by the MS. Then, RNs send these data to CH 
which then determines the final RNs. For the periodic 
broadcasting of BEACON messages, we have already 
provided for communication errors and each candidate RN can 
successfully cope with missing BEACON messages (see the 
discussion for Phase 2 in Section III). In the second step of 
this phase, each candidate RN sends its information to the CHs 
following the aforementioned ACK-based retransmission 
scheme for the intra-cluster communication.     

3) Phase 3: CHs attachment to RNs   
In this phase, each CH determines which CH having RNs 

it will send its data to. In the ideal unit disk model, it is 
reasonable to assume that each CH will select the CH having 
RNs which is minimum hops away from it on the intercluster 
overlay graph. As a result, a number of collection trees rooted 
at CHs having RNs are built on the above overlay graph.  

However, in a non-ideal communication model, packets 
transmitted along a hop are received only with a certain 
probability. Under this regime, selecting minimum hop routes 
may not be the best choice since a small number of hops may 
imply that the distance between successive nodes on the route 
is long and thus the communication on these hops may be 
unreliable [27]. Recognizing this basic limitation of minimum 
hop routing, a lot of research has been done [27][29][30] on 
new collection protocols that are efficient in more realistic 
communication models. The most well known collection 
protocols are the MintRoute [29] and more recently the 
Collection Tree [30] and the Arbutus [27]. All these protocols 
implement the many-to-one communication pattern where all 
SNs send their data to a single sink node. Each communication 
link is associated with a link quality metric which can be the 
expected number of transmissions (including retransmissions) 
for transferring a message across the link or a combination of 
the above number and the measurements of RSS and LQI 
which are now readily available in all modern radios.  

Since a routing tree rooted at the sink node is created, 
each SN should determine its parent on this tree. Specifically, 
each node selects as a parent the neighbor through which the 
path from the node to the sink has the lowest cost according to 
a certain criterion. In MintRoute and Collection Tree, the cost 
of the path is the total number of transmissions along the path 
whereas in Arbutus, the path cost is a function of both the 
quality of the first link of the path (i.e. the link connecting the 
lowest node of the path with its parent) and the quality of the 
worst link (bottleneck link) on the subpath from the parent to 
the sink node. In all three schemes, each node regularly update 
the link quality metric of its incident links and selects a new 
parent only when the new path to the sink offers a 
significantly lower cost than that of the current routing path. 
That way, oscillations between different routing paths with 
almost the same cost are avoided. 

The above schemes can be easily incorporated in our 
scenario for building routing trees on the intercluster overlay 
graph. Each of these trees is routed at a CH having RNs and 
each CH belongs to only one of these trees. Now, each CH 
selects as parent the neighbor CH that offers the lowest cost 
path to a CH having RN. When a CH changes its parent, the 
CH may or may not change its routing tree, depending on the 
tree of the newly selected parent.  

Note also that in our scheme, different power levels are 
used for sending messages across the links of the intercluster 
overlay graph. As has been explained above, the right 
transmitting power is determined using the technique in [25] 
which minimizes the total energy consumption expended for 
transmitting a message (including retransmissions). So, a 
possible modification of the above data collection schemes is 
to use as a link cost the total energy consumption for 



 

transmitting a packet across a link. Accordingly, the cost of 
the path along a routing tree can be defined as the total energy 
consumed for routing a message  along the path. It can also be 
easily seen that the new cost metric can be easily incorporated 
in the above data collection schemes.  

4) Phase 4: Data aggregation and forwarding to the RNs 
During this phase, each CH collects data from its 

members, then aggregates the received data and finally 
forwards the aggregated result toward a CH having RNs. Each 
of these CHs buffers the data they receive from the other CHs 
of the network and then distributes these data to its RNs. 
Finally, each RN relays the received data to the MS when this 
node is passing near the RN. 

The techniques required for the implementation of this 
phase on a realistic communication model have already been 
described above. Specifically, for member-to-clusterhead 
communication an ACK-based retransmission scheme can be 
used or if there is strong correlation in the data from nodes of 
the same cluster, each node can send its data to CH only once 
without waiting for acknowledgment. As has already been 
mentioned, when a cluster has many members, the probability 
of the CH receiving a data report from at least one cluster 
member is relatively high. Due to strong correlation existing 
in the data generated inside a cluster, the received data may as 
well be a representative sample of all data that have been lost 
and not received by the CH of the cluster. 

After aggregating the received data, each CH sends the 
collected data toward a CH having RNs using the routing tree 
built in Phase 3. Reliable data transfer along each hop of the 
route is ensured using an  ACK-based communication scheme.   

Finally, for the communication of each CH with its RNs, 
a similar ACK-based communication scheme can also be 
employed.  

In all the above one-hop communications, if the amount 
of data sent from a SN does not fit in a single packet, the 
protocol in [25] for sending multi-packet messages could be 
used.  Specifically, a long message is sent in a series of 
packets and the receiver after the reception of at least one of 
these packets sends u ACks to the sender of the packets. Each 
ACK contains the information of which of the packets were 
actually received by the receiver. The optimal value of u 
which minimizes total packet transmissions (including ACKs) 
depends on the current number of unacknowledged packets 
and thus the value u  should be adapted dynamically during 
the protocol execution. 

5) Phase 5: Communication between RNs and mobile 
sinks. 

The protocol in this phase already accounts for 
communication errors and thus each message sent by a RN 
and successfully received by the MS is acknowledged by the 
MS while an unacknowledged packet is retransmitted after a 
certain timeout expires. Thus, no modifications are required in 
this phase for supporting a realistic physical layer model. 

6) Phase 6: Repairing and rebuilding the clustered 
infrastructure 

The reclustering phase is triggered when an CH does not 
have sufficient energy to continue its task and  it takes place 
only within the affected cluster, that is, the Algorithm 
CH_ELECTION of CH election is performed only within this 
cluster. After the old cluster is split into new clusters, the 
candidate RNs (if exist in the old cluster) are now distributed 
to the new clusters. Each new CH selects a new set of RNs 
running the algorithm of phase 2 on the set of Candidate RNs 
which it has inherited from the old CH. 

The second step of the reclustering phase is to repair the 
inter-cluster overlay graph. Specifically, the routing tree 
containing the old CH  need some amendment due to the split 
of the old cluster to a number of smaller clusters. Two cases 
are considered depending on whether or not the old cluster has 
RNs. In both cases, only local execution of the protocol of 
Phase 3 is required around the old cluster and the part of the 
graph affected by the cluster split. 

Since in the reclustering phase, protocols of the other 
phases are also employed in this phase but now only at a small 
scale, the techniques previously discussed for implementing 
these protocols on a more realistic communication models can 
also be used in the reclustering phase too.   

As a conclusion, although our techniques have been 
presented considering basically an ideal unit disk model, after 
the discussion above, it is now clear that our scheme can also 
be implemented under a more realistic communication model 
by exploiting well known techniques from the literature that 
support reliable data transfer in adverse conditions. 

G. Simulations 
In simulation tests, Mobicluster is compared against the 

protocol of Somasundara et al. [24] and the RD-FT protocol of 
Xing et al.[20]. In [24], the routing trees used for gathering 
data at RNs are shortest path trees. Shortest path trees are the 
optimal routing structure when no aggregation is taking place 
along the routing paths and the cost function is the total energy 
consumption for transmissions along the tree. Indeed, when 
sensory data are not aggregated along their way toward RNs, 
the energy cost is minimized when data from each sensor 
follow the shortest path to RN. In the RD-FT protocol of [20], 
the trees used for gathering data at RNs are minimum spanning 
trees. The minimum spanning tree is the optimal routing tree 
when full aggregation is performed at each node of the tree (the 
assumption in RD-FT). 

Note also that nearly all rendezvous-based solutions with 
variable MS trajectory basically use similar routing trees for 
transferring data from SNs to RNs and then to the MS. The 
only exception is the work in [18], where each node may have 
more than one routing paths to RNs that it can use for sending 
its data. However, splitting the data generated at each node in 
more than one flows may not be practical since it considerably 
increases the implementation complexity as each node should 
keep more state about flows that coming through it.  

Clearly, comparing our protocol with those of [24] and [20] 
is well justified since routing trees proposed in [24] and [20] 
are typical of the tree structures used in most rendezvous based 
approaches in the literature. Furthermore, both the no-
aggregation and full aggregation assumption made in [24],[20] 



 

are common simplifying assumptions in the literature. Thus, 
comparing these protocols with ours which assumes a realistic 
less than ideal aggregation performance, will demonstrate the 
clear advantage of our proposal over these approaches in 
practical scenarios. 

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

In section IV, the results of tests for three important 
performance metrics have been presented.  Table I contains the 
parameters used throughout the simulation tests. The 
simulation results presented have been averaged over 100 
simulation runs (i.e. 100 different network topologies). To 
ensure a fair comparison between MobiCluster and the 
approaches presented in [20] and [24] we assumed that MSs 
follow the same mobility model, i.e. movement with 
periodically varying speed on a piece-wise linear trajectory, 
wherein the MSs repeat the same trajectory in a periodic basis1. 

                                                           
1 In [20], a solution for variable MS trajectory is also presented.  

  
Figure 7. Network throughput (f1=60%,f2=5%). 

 
Figure 8. Total generated network traffic (f1=60%, f2=5%) . 

In this appendix, we complete the presentation of the 
simulation results by providing details about the performance 
of the three protocols with regard to the network throughput 
(packets delivered to the MS over those sent from the RNs), 
total data traffic and variance of residual energy. In these three 
tests, we consider the basic aggregation scenario. 

Figure 7 shows the performance gain of MobiCluster over 
[24] in terms of network throughput; the protocol of 
Somasundara et al. employ a large number of RNs that 
compete each other for the wireless channel and thus 
experience a considerable number of packet collisions (see 
Figure 3a). RD-FT performs better than [24] because less RNs 
are employed for forwarding the sensory data of other nodes to 
the MS. However, the network throughput is lower than that of 
Mobicluster since the employed RNs in RD-FT are not 
guaranteed to be sufficiently away from each other as in 
Mobicluster and thus collisions may arise due to concurrent 
transmissions from nearby RNs. Note that there are also 
isolated RNs that send only their own few data to the MS 
(Figure 3a,b). However, in contrast to the other RNs which 
should send large amounts of data, these RNs do not create 
serious collision problems due to the few data they sent to the 
MS. 

Figure 8 provides an estimate of the total traffic generated 
throughout the network. MobiCluster outperforms the protocol 
of Somasundara et al and the RD-FT protocol mainly due to 
the high aggregation performance achieved with the 
employment of the clustering. The network traffic of the other 
two protocols is nearly the same as the aggregation ratios 

Parameter Value 
Simulated plane (m2) 1000 × 

1000 
Simulation time 15 min 
# Sensors 100 
# Sensor islands 1 
Sensors transmission power (dBm) 4 
Sensors transmission range (m), assuming clear  terrain 100 
Network transfer rate (Kbps) 250 
Initial sensors battery lifetime (Emax) 1000 mJ 
Energy required for transmission (per byte with 4 dBm 
transmit power) 

50 nJ 

Energy required for reception (per byte) 10 nJ 
Energy required for data retrieval from sensors (per byte) 2 nJ 
Energy required for data fusion (per byte) 5 nJ 
Maximum data packet size 128 bytes 
Number of mobile sinks 1 
Average mobile sink speed 10 m/sec 
BEACON / POLL broadcast period: Tbeacon, Tpoll (sec) 10 sec 
BEACON transmission range(m), assuming clear  terrain 100 
Mobile sink’s itinerary repetition period (sec) 250 
Probability for a node to become tentative CH (p) 10% 
Time interval between global reclusterings (Trecl) 10 min 
Time interval between subsequent sensor nodes readings 
(TSNs read) 

10 sec 

Time interval between subsequent CHs data transmission 
(TCHs transmit) 

20 sec 

Bytes transmitted from sensors to CHs every time interval 200 
High aggregation ratio (f1)  basic scenario: 
     full aggregation: 
     no aggregation: 

60 % 
100% 
0% 

Low aggregation ratio (f2)   basic scenario: 
     full aggregation: 
     no aggregation: 

5% 
100% 
0% 

MAC protocol 802.15.4 



 

attained along the tree structures of these protocols are similar 
and much lower than those attained in Mobicluster. 

Last, MobiCluster ensures a more fair distribution 
(variance) of energy expenditure among sensor nodes (see 
Figure 9). This is due to its effective data fusion method and 
the distribution of the data relay overhead among many CHs 
due to the unequal clustering organization. Besides, the energy-
demanding data processing operation is performed by 
alternating CHs, while initially selected RNs convey their role 
to other nodes when their energy level decreases below a 
specified threshold.  

The protocol in [24] performs better than RD-FT mainly 
due to the fact that the shortest path trees built in that protocol 
fits better the scenario of the less than ideal aggregation. SNs in 
[24] greedily select the closest RN to send their data and thus 
SNs are shared to a larger number of RNs resulting in smaller 
trees and hence in lighter traffic around RNs.  Compared with 
Mobicluster, [24] exhibits higher residual energy variance due 
to less effective aggregation along the tree paths. Specifically, 
SNs near the sink trajectory should handle increased traffic 
volume resulting in rapid energy exhaustion of these nodes. In 
addition, the increased collisions caused by nearby RNs trying 
to send to the MS concurrently further raise the energy 
consumption in RNs.  

The RD-FT protocol exhibits the largest variance. This 
protocol assumes full aggregation at each node of the trees 
constructed in the protocol. Apparently this assumption does 

not match the basic aggregation scenario where less than ideal 
aggregation is assumed. RD-FT may select edges at the upper 
levels of the trees which may prove very expensive in a less 
than ideal aggregation scenario. Specifically, under the full 
aggregation assumption, all nodes in the trees always send only 
one aggregated packet to their parents and so there is no reason 
in giving particular emphasis in the selection of tree edges near 
the root of the trees. However, in the basic aggregation 
scenario, nodes higher in the trees should handle considerably 
heavier traffic and thus the edges selected by RD-FT may 
prove to be very costly for handling the heavy traffic 
concentrated near the root of the trees.  

 
Figure 9. Variance of residual energy consumption (#SNs=1000, 

f1=60%,f2=5%).  
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